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ON THE INTEGRATION OF VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS

D.H. FREMLIN AND J. MENDOZA

Introduction

A large number of different methods of integration of Banach-space-
valued functions have been introduced, based on the various possible con-
structions of the Lebesgue integral. They commonly run fairly closely to-
gether when the range space is separable (or has w*-separable dual) and
diverge more or less sharply for general range spaces. The McShane integral
as described by [7] is derived from the ’gauge-limit’ integral of [11]. Here we
answer some questions left open in [7] concerning the relationship between
the McShane and Pettis integrals. Our original objectives were simply to
confirm that McShane integrable functions are Pettis integrable (2C) and to
find a Pettis integrable function which is not McShane integrable. Seeking
interesting examples of such functions we were led to investigate the connec-
tions between the McShane and Talagrand integrals (2L, 2M, 3A, 3C). As far
as we know, the ’Talagrand integral’ of lAb below is explicitly described here
for the first time, although all the significant facts we use are given in [13] and
[14].

Perhaps we should make some remarks on the context of our results. The
ordinary functional analyst is naturally impatient with the multiplicity of
definitions of ’integral’ which have been proposed for vector-valued func-
tions, and would much prefer to have a single canonical one for general use.
In our view the only integral with any claim to such pre-eminence is the
Bochner integral (1Ac). But elementary examples (3D below is a classic)
show that the Bochner integral is highly restrictive, in that it integrates few
functions; and quite simple problems lead us to demand extensions. In this
paper we work with three such extensions. We hope that our positive results
(e.g., McShane integrable functions are Pettis integrable)will make the
jungle seem a little less impenetrable, while our negative results (e.g., the
domains of the McShane and Talagrand integrals are incomparable)will at
least clarify the irreducible difficulties of the subject. In passing, we prove a
weak convergence theorem for the McShane integral (2I-2J), showing that
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this integral is at least an option to consider when faced with a question in
vector integration.
There is a survey of methods of vector integration in [9]. Among

the integrals discussed there the closest to the work of this paper is the
Birkhoff integral [2]. We believe that we can show that the Birkhoff and
McShane integrals are closely related, though not identical; we hope to
publish our findings elsewhere. Two more recent papers to which our ideas
may be relevant are [6], [8].

1A DEFINITIONS. We recall the following definitions. Let (S, X,,/z) be a
probability space and X a Banach space, with dual X*.

(a) A function b: S -) X is Pettis integrable if for every E there is a
we X such that fEf(dp(x))lx(dx) exists and is equal to f(wE) for every
f X*; in this case ws is the Pettis integral of (h, and the map E we:

--> X is the indefinite Pettis integral of th.
(b) A function b: S -> X is Talagrand integrable, with Talagrand integral w,

if w limn_.oo(1/n),i<nd?(si) for almost all sequences (Si)i N SN, where
SN is given its product probability. (See [14], Theorem 8.)

(c) A function b: S X is Bochner integrable, with Bochner integral w, if
for every e > 0 we can find a partition E0,..., En of S into measurable sets
and vectors Xo,..., x X and an integrable function h" S R such that

fh <_ , II(t) xill <- h(t)

for t Ei, < n and w E tEi.xill <- e.
lB. Now we come to an integral which has been defined for functions with

domains which are intervals in R. In fact it can be satisfactorily generalized to
very much wider contexts; but as the extension involves ideas from topologi-
cal measure theory unnecessary for the chief results of this paper, we confine
ourselves here to the original special case.

DEFINITIONS A McShane partition of [0, 1] is a finite sequence

(([ai, bi],ti))in

such that ([ai, bi])in is a non-overlapping family of intervals covering [0, 1]
and [0, 1] for each i. A gauge on [0, 1] is a function
A McShane partition (([ai, bi],ti))i< n is subordinate to a gauge if t
(ti) < a < b < + t(ti) for every < n.
Now let X be a Banach space. Following [7], we say that a function b:

[0, 1] X is McShane integrable, wffh McShane integral w, if for every e > 0
there is a gauge 5: [0,1] ]0, oo[ such that IIw ,i<n(b ai)d(ti)ll < e for
every McShane partition (([ai, bi] ti)) <n of [0, 1] subordinate to 8.
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1C Summary of results. With four integrals to play with, a good many
questions can be asked; and the situation is complicated by the fact that
certain natural restrictions which may be put on the space X and the
function b change the answers. We therefore set out the facts in a semi-tabu-
lar form. We give references to the literature for those which are already
known, and references to paragraphs below for those which we believe to be
new.

(a) Consider first the situation in which no restriction is placed on the
Banach space X nor on the function b: [0, 1] X. In this context, a Bochner
integrable function is Talagrand integrable, a Talagrand integrable function
is Pettis integrable, and the integrals coincide whenever defined [14, Theo-
rem 8]. A Bochner integrable function is McShane integrable [7, Theorem 16]
(in fact, a measurable Pettis integrable function is McShane integrablemsee
[7], Theorem 17); a McShane integrable function is Pettis integrable (2C
below).
None of the implications here can be reversed. To see this, it is enough to

find a McShane integrable function which is not Talagrand integrable (3A,
3E) and a Talagrand integrable function which is not McShane integrable
(3C).

(b) Now suppose that the unit ball BI(X*) Of the dual X* of X is
separable (that is, that X is isometric to a subspace of/(N)) and that b is
bounded. In this case, a McShane integrable function must be Talagrand
integrable (2M). We ought to observe at this point that in these circum-
stances the continuum hypothesis, for instance, is enough to make any Pettis
integrable function Talagrand integrable [13, 6-1-3], and that it remains
conceivable that this is a theorem of ZFC (see [12]). But our result in 2M
does not depend on any special axiom.

In this context it is still true that a McShane integrable function need not
be Bochner integrable (3D) and that a Talagrand integrable function need
not be McShane integrable (3C).

(c) If we take X to be separable, but allow b to be unbounded, then the
Bochner and Talagrand integrals coincide (see 2K below), and the McShane
and Pettis integrals coincide (2D).
There is still a McShane integrable function which is not Talagrand

integrable (3E).
(d) For separable X and bounded th, the Bochner and Pettis integrals

coincide (2K), so all four integrals here coincide.
(e) Finally, the same is true, for unbounded b, if X is finite-dimensional.

2. Positive results

In this section we give our principal positive results. A McShane integrable
function is Pettis integrable (2C); using this we are able to prove a conver-
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gence theorem for McShane integrable functions (21)with some corollaries
(2J). We conclude by showing that a bounded McShane integrable function
from [0, 1] to a space with w*-separable dual unit ball is Talagrand integrable
(2M).

2A. We approach the first result by means of the ’Dunford integral’. Recall
that a function th: [0, 1] X is Dunford integrable if hth: [0,1] R is
integrable for every h X*; in this case we have an indefinite Dunford
integral v: 2 X**, where 2 is the algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets
of [0, 1], given by the formula (vE)(h)= fehch for every h X*, E
[13], 4-4-1 or [4], p. 52, Lemma 1). Thus a Pettis integrable function is just a
Dunford integrable function whose indefinite integral takes values in X
(identified, of course, with its canonical image in X**). Now we have the
following general characterization of Pettis integrable functions on [0, 1]
(which in part, at least, is already known; cf. [5], 4.2).

2B PROPOSITION. Let X be a Banach space and b: [0, 1] - X a Dunford
integrable function with indefinite integral ,: , X**. Suppose that ,([a, b])
Xfor every subinterval [a, b] of [0, 1]. Then the following are
(i) b is Pettis integrable;
(ii) for every sequence ([a i, bi])i N of non-overlapping subintervals of [0, 1],

.iNv([ai, bi]) exists in X (for the norm ofX);
(iii) for every e > 0 there is an q > 0 such that II,EII _< e whenever

IxE < 7;
(iv) v is countably additive.

Proof (i) (ii). This is a theorem of Pettis (see [4], II.3.5).
(ii) (iii). The point is that {hb: h BI(X*)} is uniformly integrable. To

see this, it is enough to show that

lim sup(fnlh$i’h BI(X*)) 0
noo

for every disjoint sequence (Gn)n N of open sets in [0, 1] (see [3], VII.14).
But given such a sequence, and a sequence (hn)nN in BI(X*), set on

flhqbl for each n. Then we can find for each n a set Fn __. G, a finite
union of closed intervals, such that fen Ihnl > Oln 2-n. NOW we can find a
sequence ([ai, bi])i N of non-overlapping intervals, and an increasing se-
quence (kn) r of integers, such that F,, U kn < kn/ ai, bi] for each n.
So

kni<kn+l

for each n. But as EiNly([ai, bi])exists in X, lim_.oo a,, 0, as required.
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Now it follows that for every e > 0 there is an
whenever h BI(X*), E E and /zE < r/, writing / for Lebesgue mea-
sure; so that libEl] _< e whenever

(iii) = (iv). Elementary.
(iv) (i). Our original hypothesis was that vE X for intervals E; it

follows that vE X whenever E is a finite union of intervals. Because v is
countably additive, vE X whenever E is open, and therefore whenever E
is G; but also of course vE 0 X whenever /zE 0, so vE X for
every E E, and b is Pettis integrable.

2C THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space and b: [0, 1] -o X a McShane
integrable function. Then k is Pettis integrable.

Proof As remarked in [7], Theorem 8, b is Dunford integrable; let v:
-o X** be its indefinite Dunford integral. We know also that v([a, b]) X

for every subinterval [a, b] of [0, 1] ([7], Theorem 4). So we seek to show that
(ii) of 2B above holds true.

Let e > 0. Let 8: [0, 1] -o ]0, oo[ be a gauge such that

[1,([0, 1]) E (bi ai)d(ti)
i<n

whenever (([ai, bi] ti)}i<n is a McShane partition of [0, 1] subordinate to
Fix a particular McShane partition (([ai, bi], ti))in of [0, 1] subordinate to
and set M supillb(t)ll. We claim that if E

_
[0, 1] is a finite union of

closed intervals then IIvEII <MtzE + 2e. To see this, express E as
U j,[cj, dj] where the [c, d] are non-overlapping, and let r/ > 0. For each
< n, we can express [a i, bi] \ int E as a (possibly empty) finite union of

non-overlapping intervals [aik, bik] for k < r(i); write tik for < n,
k < r(). Then we see that

-’ ( bi ai)dP( ti)
i<n

_, ., (bik aik)(tik)
<n k <r(i)

< MIxE.

Next, for each j _< m we can find a McShane partition (([C,jk djk] Ujk))k <q(j)

of [cj, d], subordinate to t, such that

k <q(j)

Assembling these, we see that

(([ai, bi], ti)>, ,,, < r,i), (([Cjk, d,], Ujk))j<m, k <q,j,
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together form a McShane partition of [0, 1] subordinate to 6, so that_
(big aik)dP( tik)

i<n, k<r(i)

(Ck-dk)b(t)ll
<m, k <q(j)

Also, of course,

v([0, 1]> (bi-a)4(t)l]<_.
i<n

Putting these formulae together, we get

< MtzE + 2e + mrl.

But r/was arbitrary, so ]lvEll MIzE + 2e, as claimed.
Now this means that if ([c., d.])m is any sequence of non-overlapping

intervals,

m-->oo l>m m<_j<l

<_ 2e.

But of course e was arbitrary, so the limit must actually be 0; accordingly

E- NV([ C., dr]) is defined.
Thus (ii) of 2B is satisfied, and b is Pettis integrable.

2D COROLLARY. Let X be a separable Banach space. Then a function
[0, 1] --) X is McShane integrable iff it is Pettis integrable.

Proof If b is Pettis integrable, it is measurable, because X is separable;
so it is McShane integrable by Theorem 17 of [7]. Now 2C gives the reverse
implication.

2E. As a further consequence of 2C we have the following.

THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space and 4): [0, 1]- X a McShane inte-
grable function. Then for any measurable E c_ [0, 1] the function dpe 49
x(E): [0, 1] - X, defined by writing dpe(t) 49(t) if E and 0 otherwise, is
McShane integrable.

Proof Again write u for the indefinite integral of b; we now know that u
takes all its values in X. Let e > 0. By 2B, we can find an r/ > 0 such that
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II,HII < e whenever/zH < r/. Let F
_
E, F2 c_C_ [0, 1] \ E be closed sets such

that/zF +/zF2 > 1 r/. Let 6: [0, 1] --. ]0, [ be a gauge such that

I[,([0, 1]) , (b ai)dp(ti)
i<n

whenever (([ai, bi] ti))i< n is a McShane partition subordinate to . Let
[0, 1] ---> ]0, o[ be such that l(t) < (t) for every and t l(t), t + l(t)]
F. whenever F., for both j {1, 2}.

Suppose that (([ai, bi] ti))i<n is a McShane partition of [0, 1] subordinate
to 1. We seek to estimate livE Ein(bi- ai)dpe(t)ll. Set

I {i: < n, t E}, H U [ai, bi],
il

Then we must have F c_ H _c [0, 1] \ F2. Consequently /z(HAE) < r/ and
II,E villi < 2e. But now recall that by Theorem 5 of [7] we know that
Ilvn- _,ii(b ai)dp(ti)[[ <_ e. So

vE E (bi ai)PE(ti)
i<n

As e is arbitrary, be is McShane integrable.

2F. For the next theorem of this section, we need to recall some well-
known facts concerning vector measures. Suppose that E is a tr-algebra of
sets and X a Banach space.

(a) Let us say that a function u: E ---> X is ’weakly countably additive’ if

for every disjoint sequence (Ei)i N in E and every f X*. The first fact is
that in this case u is countably additive, that is, ’i NuEi is unconditionally
summable to u(I.JiNEi) for the norm topology whenever (Ei)iN is a
disjoint sequence of measurable sets with union E (’Orlicz-Pettis theorem’,
[13], 2-6-1 or [4], p. 22, Cor. 4).

(b) Now, if /z is a measure with domain E such that uE 0 whenever
/zE 0, then for every e > 0 there is a t > 0 such that II,EII _< e whenever
/zE < 8 [4, p. 10, Theorem 1].

(c) Thirdly, suppose that (,,)N is a sequence of countably additive
functions from E to X such that uE lim_oo uE exists in X, for the weak
topology of X, for every E E; then , is countably additive. (Use Nikodm’s
theorem [3, p. 90] to see that u is weakly countably additive.)
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2G LEMMA. Let X be a Banach space. /f b: [0, 1]- X is McShane
integrable with McShane integral w, then

Ilwll fll (t)II (dt).

Proof. Take any f in the unit ball of X*. By [7], Theorem 8, f(w) is the
McShane integral of fb" [0, 1] R, and by 6-4 and 6-5 of [11] this is the
ordinary integral of fb. So we have

If(w)l

As f is arbitrary, II w II -< f 114, II.

2H LEMMA. Let X be a Banach space and : [0, 1] X a McShane
integrable function; let e > O. Then there is a gauge t: [0, 1] - ]0, o[ such that
11 fedp Z,i nlxEicb(ti)[[ <- e whenever Eo, En are disjoint measurable sub-
sets of [0, 1] with union E, to,...,tn [0,1] and E c_ It -15(ti),t + 8(ti)]
for every i.

Proof. Let tS be a gauge such that IIf4 E <n(b a)(ti)ll <_ e when-
ever (([ai, bi] ti))i<n is a McShane partition of [0, 1] subordinate to . Let
E0,..., t, E be as in the statement of the lemma; set M maxi=llq,(ts)ll.
Take r/ > 0; let r/’> 0 be such that (n + 1)Mr/’ < r/ and Ill, q,11 -<
whenever /xH < (n + 1)r/’ (see 2B(iii)). Then we can find a family
([aij, bij])i=, j<ri) of non-overlapping closed intervals such that
Iz(E A U j<r(i)[aij, bij]) < l’ and t(ti) <_ aij < bij < t + t(ti) for each

<_ n, j <_ r(i). Write tij for <_ n, j <_ r(i). Then (([ao., bill, tii))i
j<r(i) can be extended to an McShane partition of [0, 1] subordinate to . So
writing F/= U r(i)[aij, bi] for each i, F U iFi, we have

<n, j <r(i)

by [7], Theorem 5; that is,
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Next,

because/z(E AF) < (n + 1)’O’. Also

lzFi dp ( t ) lzE t( ) < M( n + 1)’O’ _<’O.
i<n i<n

Putting these together,

i<n

as "O is arbitrary we have the result.

21 THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space. Let (n)n N be a sequence of
McShane integrable functions from [0, 1] to X, and suppose that b(t)=
lim,, dpn(t) exists in Xfor every [0, 1]. If moreover the limit

rE=
n
m febn

exists in X, for the weak topology, for every measurable E
_

[0, 1], b is
McShane integrable and fth v([0, 1]).

Proof. Fix e > 0. Write /z for Lebesgue measure, for the algebra of
Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0, 1].

(a) For [0, 1], n N set

qn(t) sup i(t)lI.
j>i>n

For each t, write

r(t) min{n" qn(t) < e, t)l < n};

set Zk --{t: r(t)= k} for each k. For each k N, let Wk _Ak be a
measurable set with Ix.(Wk \Ak) 0; set Vk Wk \ U j<kW for each k, so
that (Vk)k is a disjoint cover of [0, 1] by measurable sets, and Ak

IJ <kj and tz, (1/"k \Ak) 0 for each k. For each k, write Vk* O k. UW.; take ’Ok 0 such that IIvEII _< 2-ke whenever/E _< ’Ok (see
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(b) and (c) of 2F above); let Gk V’ be an open set such that ix(Gk \ V’)
< min(r/k, 2-ke).

(b) If k N and E
___
V* is measurable, then II,g- fEqbkll <--elxE. To

see this, it is enough to consider the case E
__

V. where j _< k. In this case,
observe that

sup f ()n(t) bk(t) II/.(at)
nkE

by Lemma 2G. Now/x. (E \Aj) 0 and for t Aj we have II,(t) bk(t)ll
< qy(t) < e for every n > k, so

f hn( ) 4k( ) l( d ) <_ elsE

for every n >_ k, giving the result.
(c) For each k N let 6: [0, 1] ]0, [ be a gauge such that

whenever E0,..., En are disjoint measurable sets with union E and to,...,
t,, [0, 1] are such that E [t tk(ti) + tk(ti)] for each i; such a gauge
exists by Lemma 2H. Choose 6: [0, 1] ]0, oo[ such that 6(t) < min(e, 6k(t))
and [0, 1] N [t 6(t), t + 6(t)]

___
Gk for t A.

(d) Let (([ai, bi] ti))iN be a McShane partition of [0, 1] subordinate to 6.
We seek to estimate IIv([0,1]) wll, where w Ei <n(bi ai)d(ti).

Set Ik {i: < n, Ak} for each k; of course all but finitely many of
the Ik are empty. For Ik, set E [ai, bi] V’. We have

[ai,bi]
_

[ti- t(ti) + t(ti)] c__ Gk,

so

E /.l,([ai, bi] \ Ei) <_ 2-e,
ilk

and

E/z([ ai, bi] \ Ei)ll h(ti) -< 2
iIk
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because II (t)II k for Ak. Consequently, if we write

W1 E Eit( ti),
i<n

we shall have IIw will E N2-kke 2e.
For each < n, let k(i) be such that t Ak(i). Then we have

dp( ti) dPk(i)( ti) <_ e

for each i. So

E Eil[ (ti) Pk(i)(ti)[I <- E (bi ai)8 <-
i<n i<_n

because ([ ai, bi]) < n is non-overlapping. Accordingly, writing

W2 E lzEiPk(i)( ti),
i<n

we have IIw w2ll
Set Hk O{Ei: Ik} for each k. Because E c_ [t

for each Ik, we have
<k(ti) -b k(ti)

[] txEiPk( ti) fHkdPkilk

< 2-ke.

Consequently, writing

w E
kN

we have IIw w311 5e.
Next, for any k, Hk

__. Vk*, SO we have

by (b) above. So writing w4

IIw wall -< 6e.
=EkNVHk we have Ilw3 w411

_
e and
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If we set H O{[ai, bi]: Ik}, then Iz(H: \Hk) < lk, SO that II,n
Vnkll <_ 2-ke, for each k. Accordingly IIw wll _< 8e, where

ws= vH=v( ylH)=v(U[ai,bi]) =v([O, 1]).
kN k i<n

As e is arbitrary, fb exists and is equal to u ([0, 1]).

Problem. In this theorem we are supposing that b(t) limn b,,(t) in
the norm topology for every t. Is it enough if b(t) is the weak limit of
(dPn(t))n N for every t?

2J COROLLARY. Let X be a Banach space.
(a) Let (bn)N be a sequence of McShane integrable functions from [0, 1]

to X such that b(t) lim dp(t) exists in Xfor every t [0, 1]. ff

C {fPn" f X*, ilfll < 1, n N}

is uniformly integrable, then dp is McShane integrable. In particular, if ]l th,, II:
n N} is dominated by an integrable function, then dp is McShane integrable.

(b)Let th: [0, 1] X be a Pettis integrable function and (Ei>i e N a cover of
[0, 1] by measurable sets. Suppose that qb x(Ei) is McShane integrable for
each i. Then dp is McShane integrable.

Proof. (a) The point is that tln, t satisfy the conditions of Theorem 21.
To see this, take E E and e > 0. Because C is uniformly integrable, there
is an r/ > 0 such that fHIgl < e whenever g C and/H < r/; consequently
[[fnbnl[ < e for all n N whenever H E and/H < r/. Now set

An {t" IIbi(t) Vi, j > n};

then (An) e N is an increasing sequence with union [0, 1], so there is an n
such that *An > 1 r/. Let G E be such that A,,

___
G and/xG I*An.

Then whenever i, j > n we have

</zG sup bi(t) bi(t)II -< .
tA

Also Ilfe\ill and Ilfe\ll are both less than or equal to e, so
IIfi- fyll -< 3, This shows that (fedi)is is a Cauchy sequence and
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therefore convergent, for every E E. Accordingly the conditions of 21 are
satisfied and b is McShane integrable.

(b) We apply 2I with bn(t) b(t) for U i<nEi, 0 elsewhere.

Remark. Part (a) is a version of Vitali’s lemma. Part (b) is a generaliza-
tion of [7], Theorem 15.

2K. We now give a result connecting the McShane and Talagrand inte-
grals. Recall that if (S, E,/x) is a probability space, a set A of real-valued
functions is stable (in Talagrand’s terminology) if for every E , with
/E > 0, and all real numbers a </3, there are m,n >_ 1 such that
IX*m+nZ(A, E, m, n, a, fl) < (lE)m+, where throughout the rest of paper we
write Z(A, E, m, n, a, fl) for

{(t,u)’t Em, uEn, Zlf A,f(t(i)) <_a/i <m,f(u(j))

and/Z’m+ is the ordinary product outer measure on Sm X Sn. Now if X is a
Banach space, a function b: S X is properly measurable if

{hb" h X*, Ilhlt _< 1}

is stable. Talagrand proved [14, Theorem 8] that b is Talagrand integrable iff
it is properly measurable and the upper integral fllck(t)lltz(dt) is finite.

In particular, a Talagrand integrable function b: S X must be scalarly
measurable for the completion of/x [13, 6-1-1]. So if X is separable, th must
be measurable for the completion of /z ([4], 11.1.2 or [13], 3-1-3); now as
f I1 II d/x < 0% b is Bochner integrable.

2L PROPOSITION. Let X be a Banach space such that the unit ball ofX* is
w*-separable, ff b: [0, 1] X is a McShane integrable function then it is
properly measurable.

Proof Let w be the McShane integral of b. Set

A {hth" h X*, Ilhll _< 1}
_

Rt0,a];

we have to show that A is stable. Note that because the unit ball of X* is
separable for the w*-topology on X*, and the map h hb: X* Rt’q is
continuous for the w*-topology onX* and the topology of pointwise conver-
gence on Rt’l, A has a countable dense subset A0.
Take a non-negligible measurable E

___
[0, 1] and a < a’</3’</3 in R.

From m, n > 1 set Hmn Z(A, E, m, n, a, fl), H,, Z(Ao, E, m, n, a’, fl’);
then Hm, co_ H,, and H,. is measurable for the usual (completed)product
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measure on Em )< En. We seek an rn with 2rnHm "((/zE)TM, writing/ for
Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and 2m for Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]mx
[0,1]m.

Set e ( a’)E, and choose a function : [a, b] ]0, [ such that

i<n

for every McShane partition (([ai, bi], ti)) <_n of [a, b] subordinate to 6.
Take k > 1 such that /x*D > 1/2/zE, where D {s" s E, 8(s) > Ilk}.

Let ([ai, bi])i< m be an enumeration of the intervals of the form [j/k,
(j + 1)/k] which meet D in a set of positive measure; set G U i<m]ai, bi[,
so that G is open and/xG > 1/2/E.
Now suppose, if possible, that i2mHnm (/xE)TM. The set

{(t,u)" t,u 1-I (D nlai, b/[)} __. Em X Em
i<m

has non-zero outer measure, so must meet Hmm, take (t, u) in the intersec-
tion. Write

A(s) {s" Is’- sl < min(6(s),l/k)}

for each s [0, 1]. Let (t(i))rni<n be a finite sequence in [a,b]\ G such
that a, b] \ G G U rn < < n A(t(i)). Because a, b] \ G is itself a finite union
of closed intervals, we can find a family ([ai, bi])m<i< n of non-overlapping
closed intervals such that [0, 1]\ G U rni<n[ai, bi] and [ai, bi] G A(t(i))
for each i. Now if we set u(i)=t(i) for rn <i<n, we see that
(([ai, bi] t(i)))i <n and (([ai, bi] u(i)))i <n are both McShane partitions of [a,
b] subordinate to 6. So we must have

E (bi ai)(dP(t(i)) ck(u(i)))
i<m

i<n

Now (t, u) nnm, SO there is an f A such that f(t(i)) < a’ and f(u(i))
>/3’ for every < m. f is of the form hb for some h of norm at most 1, so_

(b ai)( f(t(i)) f(u(i)))
i<m

< 2e.
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However, f(t(i)) < a’ for each and Ei <mbi ai IzG, so

E (bi- ai)f(t(i)) < t’lzG;
i<m

similarly Ei <m(bi ai)f(u(i)) > flinG, and we get

which is absurd.

2M COROLLARY. Let X be a Banach space such that the unit ball ofX* is
w*-separable. /f b: [0, 1] - X is a McShane integrable and fll(s)ll(ds) 0%
then dp is Talagrand integrable.

3. Examples

In this section we give examples to show that the results above are more or
less complete in their own terms. In particular, a McShane integrable
function need not be Talagrand integrable (3A, 3E) and a Talagrand inte-
grable function need not be McShane integrable (3C).

3A Example. There is a bounded McShane integrable function $" [0, 1]
l(c)which is not properly measurable and therefore not Talagrand

integrable.

Proof Enumerate as (He)e<c the family of all Borel subsets of any
power [0, 1]n of the unit interval which have positive Lebesgue measure in the
appropriate dimension. Then we can choose inductively a disjoint family
(De)e <c of finite sets such that D(e) n He for each :, taking k(:) such
that He [0, 1]k(e). Define b" [0, 1] /=(c) by saying that (s) ee when
s De, 0 when s [0, 1] \ U < De, writing ee for the unit vector of l=(c)
with ee(r/) 1 if r/ :, 0 otherwise.
To see that b is McShane integrable, with integral 0, let e > 0. For each

: < c let Ge

_
De be a relatively open subset of [0, 1] of measure at most e;

let 6(s) be the distance from s to [0,1]\ Ge if s De 1 if s [0, 1]\
U e<De. If ([ai, bi],ti))ii is any McShane partition of[0, 1] subordinate to, then

( _, (b, ai)ch(t,))()
iJ

(b ai) < IGe < e
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for any J G I, : < c, so that

E ( bi ai)p( ti)
iJ

for every finite J
___

I. As e is arbitrary, b is McShane integrable, with
integral 0.
To see that b is not properly measurable, set

A {he" h (l(c))*, Ilhll 1),

and consider, for m, n > 1, the set nmn Z(A, [0, 1], m, n, 0, 1).
Suppose, if possible, that there are m, n >_ 1 such that Ix*m+nHmn < 1. In

this case there is a non-negligible measurable H __. ([0, 1]" [0, 1]n) \ Hm.
Set

H’= {u’u [0, lln,>,,{t (t,u) H} > 0};

then Ix,
Now

H’ > 0, so there is a : < c such that He __. H’, and a u D’ n H’.

H-I[{u}] {t: (t,u) H}

is non-negligible, and De is finite, so there is a H-l[{u}] such that no
coordinate of t belongs to De. In this case, taking h(x) x(s) for x l=(c),
and f he A, we see that f(u(j)) 1 for each j < n, but that f(t(i)) 0
for each < m; so that (t, u) Hm and (t, u) H, which is absurd.
Thus b is not properly measurable and therefore not Talagrand integrable.

Remark. Observe that b is not measurable, and either for this reason, or
because it is not Talagrand integrable, cannot be Bochner integrable.

3B. We need the following long-known fact which we do not find in print.

LEMMA. Let (S, ,, Ix) be a probability space and (Fi)i N a stochastically
independent sequence of measurable sets in S such that, for some k N,
EiN(IxF/)k ( :. Then the family A {x(Fi) N} of their characteristic
functions is stable.

Proof
then

Take EE with IxE>0, and a</3 in R. If a<0 or /3> 1

Ix2Z(A,E,I,I,a,) 0 < (IxE).
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If 0 < a </3 < 1 take so large that .,i>l(tZFi)k < (tzE)k and/zF </zE for
every > l; then Ei>l(lXFi)m < (ixE)m for every m > k. Set

J= {i" < l, lx( E Fi) >0},

and let m > k be so large that

Now _
(tz(E\Fi))

m
< (IzE)

m
and

iJ
E (Id( E Fi))

m

N\J
< (tzE)

m

So

has I.t,2mH > O. But also H tq Z(A, E, m, m, a,/3) , so

tz2mZ( A, E, m, m, .a, ) < (]E)2m,

as required.

3C Example. There is a bounded Talagrand integrable function b" [0, 1]
/(N) which is not McShane integrable.

Proof. (a) Let <Fm>me N be a stochastically independent sequence of
measurable subsets of [0, 1] with lzFm 1/(m + 1)for each m, where/z is
Lebesgue measure on R. Then the set A {x(Fm) m N} of their charac-
teristic functions is stable, by 3B. So the closed absolutely convex hull of A in
R[’11 is also stable [13, 11-2-1], and if we define b: [0, 1] --*/(N) by writing

1 if tFm,b(t)(m)
0 otherwise,

b is properly measurable, therefore Talagrand integrable. Its Talagrand
integral is w, where w(n) tzF 1/(n + 1) for each n.
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(b) Suppose, if possible, that b is McShane integrable; then its McShane
integral must be w. Let t" [0, 1] -+ ]0, [ be a gauge such that

W E (bi ai)4)(ti) <- -Z
i<n

for every McShane partition (([ai, bi] ti))i< n of [0, 1] subordinate to 6.
For each m N, set

Gm [0,1] n U {]t-t(t),t +t3(t)[’t Fm}.

For [0, 1] set

/(t) [0,1] n {Gm’m N,t Fm}

then /(t) is a measurable set including [0,1] n ]t- 8(t),t + 8(t)[. For
measurable sets H _c [0, 1] set

observe that H* is always measurable, because

[0,1] \H* U { n F/" I N is finite, z(H n I’lGi)<
iI iI

Let oYa be the set of non-negligible measurable subsets H of [0, 1] such that
/zH* >0.

(c) If E
_

[0, 1] is measurable and not negligible, there is an H de,# such
that H

_
E. To see this, start by taking E’ E \ 13 {U: U c_ [0, 1] is relatively

open,/x(U n E) 0}; then txE’ =/xE > 0 and

tx(E’ n 7X(t)) > Ix(E’ n]t 6(t),t + 6(t)[) > 0

for every E’. Next, for each E’, take r(t) N such that

Iz(E’ 7(t)) > -Zlx(E’ n f’ {G < r(t),t Fi});

set J(t) {i: < r(t), t F/}. Let K be such that

tz*{t" E’, J(t) K} > O,
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and set H E’ q f)i KGi If t E’, J(t) K then

(H f5 Z(t)) =/z(E’ 0 z(t)) >_

so H*
_

{t: J(t) K} has positive outer measure.
(d) We can therefore find, by exhaustion, a finite disjoint family H0,..., He

3in such that/(U ikHi) >- . Now observe that for each < r,

E {F,." F. nU/* } < ,
so there is an n > 3 such that Fn n H/* 4: for every < r. For each < r,
therefore, we can find a Fn nil’, in which case

3(H n Gn) > (Hi n (ti) ) > l.6Hi,

and accordingly/zGn > (1/4)2 > "(e) Returning to the definition of G,, we see that there will be to,..., t
F such that

[0, 1] n U ]t- (ti), t + (ti)[ > .
im

It is now possible to find non-overlapping intervals [a0, b0],... ,[a
[0, 1] such that t (ti) <_ a <_ b t q- t(ti) for each and

U [ai, bi] [0, 1] n U [ti (ti)’ ti + (ti)]"
i<m i<m

(Induce on m.) Next, we can extend (([ai, bi] ti))i< m to a McShane partition
(([ai, bi] ti))i< p of [0, 1] subordinate to 6, by covering each component of.
[0, 1] \ U [ai, bi] separately. Now consider

U E (bi ai)f(ti).
i<p

By the choice of 6, Ilw v II _< , so

1 1Iv(n)l-< +lw(n)l +

On the other hand,

1
v(n) E bi ai" < p, t Fi} >_ E bi ai > -,

i<m

which is impossible.
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This contradiction shows that b is not McShane integrable.

Remark. Because b is Talagrand integrable, it must be Pettis integrable;
thus we see that the condition ’b is measurable’ in Gordon’s theorem (1Ca)
is necessary.

3D. We conclude with notes on two well-known examples.
Example. There is a bounded McShane integrable, Talagrand integrable

function b" [0, 1] L=([0, 1])which is not Bochner integrable.

Proof Let b(t) be the equivalence class in L of the characteristic
function of the interval [0, t] for each t. (See [2], 22, Example 1.) As
remarked in [13], exercise 3-3-2, $ is Talagrand integrable but not Bochner
integrable; as remarked in [7], p. 567, in a slightly different context, $ is
McShane integrable.

Remark. We observe indeed that b above could be called ’Riemann
integrable’, as its integrability can be witnessed by constant gauge functions.
It is easy to see that such a function must be both McShane integrable and
Talagrand integrable.
Because the unit ball of L=([0, 1]) is w*-separable, there is an isometric

embedding of L[0, 1] in/=(N) (indeed, L=([0, 1]) is isomorphic to/=(N)--see
[10], p. 111), so there is a bounded McShane integrable, Talagrand integrable
function from [0, 1] to/=(N) which is not Bochner integrable.

3E Example. There is a McShane integrable function b" [0, 1] 12(N)
which is not Talagrand integrable.

Proof Let cn be the nth unit vector of 12(N) and set b(t) 2n(n + 1)-len
for 2-n-1 < < 2-n. Then f limb I[ so b is not Talagrand integrable, but
by [7], Theorem 15, it is McShane integrable.
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